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Some Further Remarks on
Hamilton’s Principle
This paper deals with the inverse problem of finding a suitable integrand so that upon the
use of the calculus of variations, one obtains the equations of motion for systems in which
the forces are nonpotential. New extensions and generalizations of previous results are
obtained. DOI: 10.1115/1.4002435Introduction
The development of the equations of motion for a mechanical
ystem from Hamilton’s principle can be viewed as a problem in
he calculus of variations when the constraints on the system are
olonomic and the forces are derivable from a potential function.
endering stationary the integral of the Lagrangian over a fixed
nterval of time taken between two fixed points in configuration
pace, then, yields the equations of motion for the system. How-
ver, it is interesting to investigate the types of forces that can be
ngendered through the use of an appropriately chosen function
integrand whose integral when rendered stationary, yields the
roper equations of motion even when the forces acting on a
ystem do not arise from a potential, that is, when they are non-
onservative.
In 1931, Bolza 1 gave a general procedure for finding such an
ntegrand for a single degree-of-freedom system. This was fol-
owed by Douglas 2,3 who obtained the necessary and sufficient
onditions for the existence of an integrand for multidegree-of-
reedom systems. However, it is difficult to obtain the integrands
or given, specific forces. In a 1963 note, Leitmann 4 provided
ome examples of such forces and the corresponding integrands
or which a variational principle exists. A single degree-of-
reedom system was considered and two examples were provided.
ecently, the so-called semi-inverse method 5 has attracted
uch attention due to its simplicity and applicability to certain
ases. However, this method assumes a specific form for the func-
ion f , which needs to be obtained from experience, intuition, or
oth, and utilizes a Lagrange multiplier type approach.
In this paper, we extend the results in Ref. 4 to some more
eneral nonpotential systems and provide a more systematic way
f handling the inverse problem of the calculus of variations. The
ain difficulties lie in performing the necessary integrations ex-
licitly, as will be seen. The examples given in Ref. 4 arise as
pecial cases of the results provided herein. Finally, we apply the
eneral results to some specific systems to indicate the nature of
he nonpotential forces, which the results encompass.
The Solution to the Inverse Problem
This section deals with the so-called inverse problem of the
alculus of variations. Let Gt ,xt , x˙t be a force acting on an
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ft,xt, x˙tdt with xt1 = x1 and xt2 = x2 1
when rendered stationary, yields the Euler–Lagrange equation of
motion
x¨t = Gt,xt, x˙t 2
We assume that the general solution xt=gt ,a ,b of Eq. 2
passes for some values of a and b through xt1=x1 and xt2
=x2. Noting that x˙t=gtt ,a ,b, we further assume that one can
solve for a and b from the expressions for xt and x˙t so that
a=t ,xt , x˙t and b=t ,xt , x˙t, where  ·  and  ·  are
the continuous functions from t1 , t2R2→R1. Then, x¨t
=gttt ,a ,b and G ·  : t1 , t2R2→R1 takes the values Gt ,x ,r
=gttt ,t ,x ,r ,t ,x ,r, where t, x, and r are considered to be
independent variables.
Thus, we need to determine the integrand function f · , i.e.,














where the partial derivatives of f ·  are evaluated at t ,xt , x˙t.













Since Eq. 2 gives the solution for every initial condition pair













must be an identity for all t ,x ,r t1 , t2R1R1. To get an
explicit expression for ft ,x ,r, we partially differentiate Eq. 5
with respect to r to obtain
  2f2 +   2f2r +   2f2G + 2f2 G = 0 6t r x r r r r r
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hose solution is obtained as 1
Mt,x,r =t,x,r,t,x,rt,t,x,r,t,x,r 8





here G /rt ,gt ,a ,b ,gtt ,a ,b  /rGt ,x ,r 
r=gtt,a,b
x=gt,a,b0.
inally, the function f ·  is found by integrating Mt ,x ,r twice
ith respect to r
ft,x,r = Mt,x, r˜dr˜dr + rt,x + t,x 10
here t ,x and t ,x are arbitrary within the requirement of
q. 5. A similar derivation for the function ft ,x ,r is also given
n Refs. 1,4,6. The notation used here and our treatment closely
ollows Ref. 6.
As a simple example, let us consider the following linear oscil-
ator equation:
x¨t = − cxt − 2dx˙t 11
here c and d are the positive constants with the initial conditions
0=x0 and x˙0= x˙0. For simplicity, let us assume d2−c0, the









e−	1+	2t	1	2e	2t − e	1tx + 	2e	1t − 	1e	2tr
12b
here 	1−d+	d2−c and 	2−d−	d2−c. According to Eq. 9,
e have
t,x,r = e2dt 13
Using Eq. 10, we have the following integrand:
ft,x,r = e2dt t,x, r˜,t,x, r˜dr˜dr + rt,x + t,x
14
Since  ·  is an arbitrary function of its arguments, we may
se
t,x,r = t,x,r =
1
	2 − 	1
e−	1+	2t	2e	2t − 	1e	1tx + e	1t
− e	2tr 15




12 	2e	2t − 	1e	1txr2 + 16 e	1t − e	2tr3
+ rt,x + t,x 16
here t ,x and t ,x should be chosen so that ft ,x ,r 
r=x˙t
x=xt in
q. 14 satisfies the Euler–Lagrange equation. For the sake of
implicity, we can choose the following:
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Finally, the integrand function f · , which yields the force G · 













	1tx3r2 − 2cx2 + e	1t − e	2tr3 18
Likewise, if t ,x ,r=t ,x ,r for the linear overdamped sys-












e4dt	1	2e	2t − e	1tx3r2 − 2cx2 + 	2e	1t
− 	1e
	2tr3 19
















e6dt3	2e	2t − 	1e	1t2x22r2 − cx2 + e	2t
− e	1t2r4 − 4e	2t − e	1t	2e	2t − 	1e	1txr3 20
We can verify that the integrand ft ,x ,r given in Eqs.
18–20 is correct by directly substituting it into the Euler–
Lagrange equation 3. We have, thus, illustrated three out of an
infinite number different integrand functions f ·  that yield the
force G ·  given in Eq. 11.
3 Variational Principle for Systems With Nonpotential
Forces
This section deals with the derivation of some special forms of
nonpotential forces that can be obtained through the use of the
variational calculus by appropriately choosing the integrand func-
tions. Application of the variational calculus will, thus, yield the
proper equation of motion for such nonpotential systems. It is
noted that in order to find integrand function f ·  in Eq. 1 of the
variational problem, the general solution a=t ,xt , x˙t and b
=t ,xt , x˙t must be known in order to use a prescribed func-
tion  · . However, the use of t ,x ,r1 while narrowing
down the available functions f ·  averts this difficulty 4. It is
obvious, then, that for ft ,x ,r to be explicitly determined,
Gt ,x ,r /rdt in Eq. 9 and Mt ,x , r˜dr˜dr in Eq. 10
should be suitably integrable and that the main difficulties in find-
ing the function f · , therefore, analytically originate from these
two integrations.
With this in mind, we next consider a general form for
Gt ,x ,r /r given by
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= g1t + g2xr + g3rGt,x,r 21
o that Gt ,x ,r /rdt can be easily obtained and we can avoid
he difficulty of integrating Mt ,x , r˜dr˜dr by separating the
ariables. Equation 21 leads us to assume the following form for
t ,x ,r:
Gt,x,r = 
tr + xr2 + t,xr + ¯t,x 22
here , ¯, 
, , and  are the arbitrary suitably smooth func-
ions of their arguments. We, then, explore various cases in which
t ,x ,r has the form given in Eq. 22.
As stated before, although the general solution of the nonlinear
ifferential equation 2 with Gt ,x ,r given by Eq. 22 is hard to
nd, we can avoid the difficulty by setting t ,x ,r1 in Eq. 8
4. If we choose Gt ,x ,r=
tr, then,  /rGt ,x ,r=
t,
hich is of the form of Eq. 21 in which g1t=
t, g2x=0,
nd g3r=0. Thus, for a nonpotential force of the form
t ,x ,r=
tr acting on a particle of unit mass, we can find the
ntegrand ft ,x ,r=exp−
tdtr2 /2, which when used to make
he integral given in Eq. 1 stationary, yields the Euler–Lagrange
quation x¨t=Gt ,xt , x˙t=
tx˙t. In a similar manner,
t ,x ,r=xr2 is another possible nonpotential force since
 /rGt ,x ,r=2xr has the form of Eq. 21 if we let g1t
0, g2x=2x, and g3r=0. As another example, for
t ,x ,r=t ,xr, r0, we have  /rGt ,x ,r=t ,x
dr /dr= 1 /rdr /drt ,xr, which is of the
orm of Eq. 21 with g3r= 1 /rdr /dr. This allows us to
olve the inverse problem of finding the integrand ft ,x ,r, which
hen used to render stationary the integral given in Eq. 1, yields
he equation of motion x¨t=t ,xtx˙t. Likewise, exploring
ther cases, such as Gt ,x ,r=
tr+xr2, Gt ,x ,r=
tr
t ,xr, Gt ,x ,r=
tr+ ¯t ,x, Gt ,x ,r=xr2
t ,xr, Gt ,x ,r=xr2+ ¯t ,x, Gt ,x ,r=t ,xr
¯t ,x, Gt ,x ,r=
tr+xr2+t ,xr, Gt ,x ,r=
tr
xr2+ ¯t ,x, Gt ,x ,r=
tr+t ,xr+ ¯t ,x, Gt ,x ,r
xr2+t ,xr+ ¯t ,x, and Gt ,x ,r=
tr+xr2
t ,xr+ ¯t ,x, a set of nonpotential forces can be found for
hich a suitable function ft ,x ,r 
r=x˙t
x=xt whose integral when made
tationary, yields the correct equation of motion. The following
ix sets of nonpotential forces can be adduced from a suitable
unction f ·  via the variational calculus:
G1t,xt, x˙t = 1t,xt + 
1tx˙t + 1xtx˙2t 23a
G2t,xt, x˙t = 2t,xt2x˙t, 2x˙t 0 23b
G3t,xt, x˙t = 
3tx˙t + 3xtx˙2t + 3t,xtx˙pt, x˙t
 0 23c
G4t,xt, x˙t = 
4tx˙t + 4xtx˙2t + 4tx˙tln x˙t, x˙t
 0 23d
G5t,xt, x˙t = ¯5t + 5t,xteqx˙t, q 0 23e
G6t,xt, x˙t = ¯6xt + 6t,xteqx˙
2t
, q 0 23f
Here, i, ¯i, 
i, i, and i i=1,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 are the arbitrary
unctions of their arguments, as indicated, and p and q are the real
umbers. One could relax the condition x˙t0 to x˙t0 in Eq.
23c if p is restricted to being any real number such that x˙pt is
real, well-defined number. Equation 23a and a special form of
q. 23b, namely, Gt ,xt , x˙t=t ,xtx˙2t, are already
nown and given in Ref. 4. Furthermore, the general form given
n Eq. 23a includes the special examples given in propositions
ournal of Applied Mechanics
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Eq. 10. The resulting integrand ft ,x ,r of Eq. 1 for the forces




1t,xr2 + 1t,x1t,xdx 24a
f2t,x,r = 1
2r˜
dr˜dr + 2t,xdx 24b
f3t,x,r =
1
1 − p2 − p
3t3xr2−p
+3t 3t,x3xdx, p 1 and p 2
24c













r erf	qr + e−qr2	q







r erfi	− qr − e−qr2	
− q





1tdt − 2 1xdx 25a
3t = exp
p − 1 
3tdt, 3x = exp
p
− 2 3xdx 25b
4t = exp







and erf ·  and erfi ·  denote the error function and the imaginary
error function, respectively. Equations 24f and 24g pertain to
G6 ·  given in Eq. 23f. Equation 24c does not hold when p
=1 or p=2. When p=1, Eq. 23c becomes
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DownloG3t,xt, x˙t = 3t,xtx˙t + 3xtx˙2t 26
nd
f3t,x,r =3xr ln r − r + 3t,x3xdx 27
here 3x=exp−3xdx. In addition, when p=2, Eq. 23c
ecomes
G3t,xt, x˙t = 
3tx˙t + 3t,xtx˙2t 28
nd
f3t,x,r = −3tln r +3t 3t,xdx 29
here 3t=exp
3tdt.
By using Eq. 24b, we provide in Table 1 some nonpotential
orce Gt ,xt , x˙t that can be obtained  is constant by using
he calculus of variations along with the corresponding integrand
ft ,x ,r. It is noted that if we substitute each integrand
ft ,x ,r 
r=x˙t
x=xt into the Euler–Lagrange equation Eq. 3, we get
he corresponding force Gt ,xt , x˙t.
Other special cases, such as Gt ,xt , x˙t=x˙3t+
x˙t, x˙t
0  ,
0, can be obtained from the integrand ft ,x ,r
1 /2e2
t /r+e2
tx by using Eq. 24c. Another integrand us-
ng Eq. 24b for the same force G ·  is given by ft ,x ,r
r lnr /






As an important example, let us consider a model of the Cou-
omb friction force approximated by
Gt,xt, x˙t =  tanh
x˙t, x˙t 0 30
here 0 and 
0 are the constants. Comparing with Eq.
23b, it is obvious that 2t ,xt= and 2x˙t=tanh
x˙t.
hen, Eq. 24b yields the following integrand:
ft,x,r = coth





r ln1 − e−2
r + 2
r lnsinh
r + x, r 0
31
here Li2 is the polylogarithm function, also known as the Jon-
uière function, defined as
able 1 The function G†t ,x„t… , x˙„t…‡ of Eq. „2… and the corre-
ponding function f„t ,x ,r… of Eq. „10…
t ,xt , x˙t ft ,x ,r


















r erfir − e2r2	 + ht,xdx ,
where erfizª−i erfiz11014-4 / Vol. 78, JANUARY 2011






where n is an integer. To verify that the ft ,x ,r in Eq. 31 does
yield the Coulomb friction force given by Eq. 30, we directly





















where we have used the fact d /dzLinz= 1 /zLin−1z. The total
differentiation of Eq. 33 with respect to time gives us, after some
calculations
d
dt r ft,xt, x˙t = x¨tcoth
x˙t 34




With Eqs. 34 and 35, the Euler–Lagrange equation, then,
yields the force Gt ,xt , x˙t that is given by Eq. 30 when
x˙t0.
4 Conclusions
We have discussed here extensions of variational principles for
nonpotential forces, employing the inverse problem of the calcu-
lus of variations. While a problem of some considerable interest,
few new, general results appear to have been obtained to date
beyond those obtained in Refs. 1,4,5. This paper obtains new
integrand functions for some general nonpotential forces and de-
velops a simple and systematic approach for getting them. We
note that our discussion is restricted to the scalar case single
degree-of-freedom systems. The inverse problem for the vector
case is considerably more difficult. Thus, the extension to nonpo-
tential forces in the multidimensional case remains an open prob-
lem.
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